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SPLASH SCREEN TIME SETTING 
 
Is anyone else having problems with their tada.wav not finishing before your other .wav files start 
when you turn your radio on. I don't know if the tada.wav is timed for so many seconds or not. But 
mine can't finish and they both play at the same time at the very end of the tada.wav. 

No I'm not, but I have quite a long time set for my splash screen to display because I want 
to show off. . You might try a longer splash and see if that makes a difference. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



WRITING FIRMWARE TO TX 

I  followed the blog for going from 1.52 to 2.0 and have downloaded Open tx all the way to 2.05 but 
can't write the firmware to the transmitter. I think the problem may be that my transmitter version is 
1.1.02. Any advise? Thanks 
Andy 

Leave your Tx switched off and connect to PC via USB. 
Download ZADIG from http://zadig.akeo.ie 
Run Zadig and click on "options". Select "list all devices" 
Select "STM32 BOOTLOADER" 
Click on up "update driver" or "replace drive" and close. 
Leave TX switched off and select, in Companion, "write Firmware to TX" 
Then unplug USB and hold the rudder and aileron trims towards the power switch and 
switch on. If you successfully loaded the firmware your TX should open on the new 
Bootloader page. 

 

 

STICKY THROTTLE LUA 

 
The sticky throttle lua adds four LSs and three SFs. They provide a sticky throttle function 
so the throttle has to be at zero to arm with SF. Also provide a clip when the the throttle is 
armed and a throttle warning clip if the the throttle is not zero when being armed. 
 

 

 

 

 



TELEMETRY TYPE 

"Telemetry type is ALWAYS S.Port with the internal module, whatever the receiver. The 
choice only pertains to using an external module that puts out D type telemetry like a DJT. " 
From post http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showp...&postcount=850 
 
And then in post 853 Kilrah went on to say: "The telemetry type choice was introduced 
in 2.0.1, before that it was implied by the external module protocol setting (PPM meant D 
telemetry, anything else was S.Port). But that caused trouble for people using OpenLRS 
modules that need PPM but supply S-Port telemetry." 

 

 

PROPER SLOW FUNCTION 

Sorry to be a pita but has anyone had a chance to look at my adding "slows" problem. 
 
Maybe I need to remove other mixes to get the slows working but I cannot see what? 

I did not look at your file , but slow only works "properly" if it is on a mix line that is always 
active and does not use MAX as a source. 
 
The thing to remember is that slow actually affects the input to the mix line, not the output. 
So slowing down MAX does not do anything, and if a mix line is not active no further 
calculations are being done so the input to it is not being tracked and slowed down. Then 
when it is activated by its switch it begins to look at the input. This results in unpredictable 
things happening. 
 
If you need those things in your mix then put those mixes on an unused channel with no 
slow, then on your real channel use that virtual one as a source and apply the slow there. 
 
So for example this might not behave as you would want flaperons to: 
 
 
ch1 100% [I]AIL 
10% MAX Switch SA↑ slow (u2:d2) 
-30% MAX Switch SA↓ slow (u2:d2) 
ch2 -100% [I]AIL 
10% MAX Switch SA↑ slow (u2:d2) 
-30% MAX Switch SA↓ slow (u2:d2) 
 
The motion would be correct, but the slows would likely not be. 
 
Change it to this 
 



ch1 100% [I]AIL 
100% ch10 slow(u2:d2) 
ch2 -100% [I]AIL 
100% ch10 slow(us:d2) 
 
ch10 10% MAX Switch SA↑  
-30% MAX Switch SA↓  
 
And the flap motion will move at predictable rates. 
 
Try making some of these changes to yours, and if it still does not work PM me and I will 
have a look at yours when I have some spare time. 

 

 

Sticky Throttle EEPE 

 

http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showatt.php?attachmentid=6907117&d=1404599701 

 

 

DISABLING THROTTLE 

 
After some thinking and experimenting I found out how to disable my throttle via either the 
thottle kill switch or by full down throttle and full left rudder. The trick was a few added logic 
settings:  
1) a<x when Rud is less than -99% 
2) an AND for the throttle below -99% logic AND rudder below -99% logic  
3) an OR for my throttle kill switch engaged OR when the above AND condition is meet 
4) changing my Sticky logic with the above OR condition as one of the variable 
 
My settings are below. Before anyone asks, I swapped my SF (2-way) and SH (momentary) 
switches around so now my SF is momentary and SH is the 2-way. Why? 'Cause that's the 
way I wanted it. 
 
For those who kindly posted reasons why no throttle and full left rudder would be 
used...Thank You. I was sure there'd probably be reasons to do such in flight...but they 
aren't reasons for how I fly (mostly FPV....yes with goggles on  ). I might experiment with 
a delay to force me to hold the throttle down and full left rudder for XX seconds before it 
becomes active...just in case. 
 
edit: I just added a 5s delay to L14 (not shown in the logic screen shot). This forces me to 
hold full throttle down and full left rudder for 5 seconds before the throttle is disabled...in 



case I have to try and recover from a tight spin  . If I engage my SH (down) it immediately 
disables the throttle...so I have one way to enable (SH up, full down throttle and full right 
rudder) and two ways to disable (either SH down or full down throttle and full left rudder 
held for 5 seconds.) 

 

 



 

 

 

TRIM SETTINGS LOCATION AND METHODOLOGY 

After I trim my plane, where can I look to see what my trim settings are? 
I figure that way I can use that to set my mechanical in place of the trims. And then get the trims back 
to zero. 
 

Numbers are on the flight modes page. Sub-trims are on the servos page. 
 
I normally just hold the trim down until it says "trim centered" and then adjust linkages back 
to where it was with the trim applied. 
 
I do that as opposed to using sub-trims for two reasons. 
1. Most of my planes have flight controllers and I want to be sending them 1500uS pulses 
for neutral. 
2.. That keeps balanced throws in both directions. 

 

USING SP-150A SENSOR 

Does anyone know if you can use the new SP-150A sensor on the negative lead leading to 
the ESC? The instructions say to put it on the positive (step 2), but a note later says  



 
"*when you install the FCS-150A sensor on the ESC “-” wire, note the direction of the arrow  
on the current sensor, in [sic] should be placed from the ESC to the battery." 
 
This makes it sound like you can but have to reverse the direction of the ring. Since I 
already have a bullet connector on the negative side for a anti-spark system this would 
make mounting in my aircraft much easier. 
 
It will work. 

 

UPDATED SOUND PACK 

Sound pack updated. See first post of the sound thread for the download 
links... http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showp...59&postcount=1 
 
The tada.wav is now "Taranis", however the "OpenTx" version is a file called 
"tada_opentx.wav", so you can move "tada.wav" and rename "tada_opentx.wav" to 
"tada.wav" and it will continue to say OpenTx. Also fixed "deactivated", etc. 
 
Pack also has the requested sounds, and some sounds to help link things, like "and" and 
"mixed with", "coupled with", etc. If you play them on their own they will sound a little softer. 
this is on purpose as when speaking you typically don't say them with as much volume as 
the rest of your sentence... either way, I set the volume on them so when putting together 
such a sound it should sound a little more natural. 
 
...as usual, the spreadsheet and index files have the list of what's there 

 

 

INPUTS/MIXES LAST LINE NO SWITCH 

Good general guidance for the inputs and mixes menus is to have the last line in a set have 
no switch associated. If none of the switches match, you get that line active. 
 
Here's an example for triple rates from a 3D foamy of mine. 



 

 

 

UNDERSTANDING INPUTS (for Beginners) 

 
The first thing that needs to be understood is the difference between INPUTS and 
OUTPUTS. 
An Input is anything that can be used in a MIX as a source or to modify the output, such as 
STICKS, PHYSICAL SWITCHES, LOGICAL SWITCHES and CURVES. 
These can be used directly in the MIX or they can be modified in the INPUT(MIxes) Page. 
They have no direct effect on the Servo Outputs and have to be used as a Source in a 
Channel mix or with a Logic Switch in a mix or Special Function to have any output. 
 
OUTPUTS are the command data the Servos or Controller sees at the pins, or Sbus and is 
the OUTPUT of the MIXES on the MIXES page. 
 
The INPUT page allows INPUTS to be pre programed/mixed, for Expo and Rates 
etc.,before being used in the MIXES (channel outputs)or LOGICAL SWITCHES Etc. They 
are mainly used as the SOURCE in a MIX.  
However, they MUST always be setup to have a value, or they will have no effect whilst 
they have no value. Which means, unless you have provided an alternative INPUT Source, 
The output from the MIX will have no data. If this is on a control surface the servo will 
remain static unless effected by external force. YOU WILL HAVE NO CONTROL OF THAT 
SURFACE/FUNCTION. 
To ensure this can't happen, you need a default condition, An un-switched so it always has 
a value and, as the Inputs are read from top to bottom, this must be the last line in the Input 
mix, 
Examples : 
 
[I1} Ele Weight {100%) Source (Ele)  



GOOD ( As no switch is assigned it is always active ) 
 
 
[I1} Ele Weight {100%) Source (Ele) Switch (SA↓ )  
BAD ( When switch is not down there is no value assigned}. 
 
[I1} Ele Weight {50%) Source (Ele) Switch ( SA↓)  
Weight (100%) Source (Ele) Switch (!SA↓) 
Okay, as when SA is not down the second line will always be active, but it is easy to make a 
mistake when setting it up and also if the switch faults it may not be active.  
BETTER 
1} Ele Weight {50%) Source (Ele) Switch ( SA↓)  
Weight (100%) Source (Ele) Switch 
Very little chance of a mistake as there is no switch assigned to the default and also in the 
event of a faulty switch it will still be active. 
 
3 position mixes: 
 
1} Ele Weight {50%) Source (Ele) Switch ( SA↓)  
Weight (75%) Source (Ele) Switch (SA-) 
Weight (100%) Source (Ele) Switch (SA ^) 
Works, but no default. 
 
1} Ele Weight {50%) Source (Ele) Switch ( SA↓)  
Weight (75%) Source (Ele) Switch (SA-) 
Weight (100%) Source (Ele) Switch (SA ^) 
Weight (100%) Source (Ele)  
Good, but would work just the same if the third line (Weight (100%) Source (Ele) Switch (SA 
^)) was not there. 
 

 
INPUT/MIXES CAUTION 
 

The inputs are used to tell the mix what to do and have no effect unless they are used in a mix. 
If you only put the two conditions on the input page and neither is active then the mixer has no input 
and therefore will have no effect on the output. 
The inputs are read in the order written, so if you put an input at the top with no switch that will be 
what the Mix will always see. If you put it at the bottom it will be seen if the other inputs are not 
switched on. 

It does seem a bit dangerous this way, compared to how it was done in 2940 where if none 
was selected then the first line was defaulted to and you always had control.  A simple error 
in switch assignment could lead to loss of control. You might not notice this during testing if 
you seldom flip the offending switch. And since you have no idea what switch cause the 
error you will likely crash the model. A workaround in the code might be to prevent you from 
assigning any switch at all to the last line in an input. 
 

 



EXTENDED TRIMS USE 
 

I am having a problem getting the extended trims to work. I am using ver 2.0.3 and enabling or 
disabling extended trims only gives me +/- 25 for trims. I have tried setting the extended trim option 
in companion and the transmitter, and get the same results. The simulator works fine and shows +/- 
100 when extended trims are enabled, and +/-25 when it is disabled.  
 
Does anyone have suggestions on what i might be doing wrong? 

Just a follow up to my previous post. This isn't a bug, I just didn't understand how it worked. 
If extended trims are enabled, when you press and hold the trim it will add trim until it says 
"maximum trim reached", which is at 25%. Then if you release and press the trim again it 
will add trim beyond the 25%. I tried it on my Tx and it works fine. 
 
 

 
TELEMETRY RESET WITH FRESH BATTERY 
 

I would like to setup my telemetry to reset when I connect a fresh battery. 
I am using persistent consumption because I fly multiple sorties on one battery to keep track of the 
used mah but I keep forgetting to reset it. 
How can I program the radio to check the voltage when turned on and if it is above 16v (4s lipo) to 
reset the telemetry? 
I am sure it can be done by checking the voltage and triggering a Ls but I only want it once on power 
up. 
Thanks 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by tigar  
I tried L5 a>x A1 16.4v ONE 
SF18 L5 Reset. Telemetry.  
 
And didn't work. Any suggestion? If I change ONE to ON is always reseting..... 
Thanks 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by Kilrah  
This won't work because ONE is only on for one single cycle right at power up. Telemetry however 
only becomes available a couple of seconds later when the RF module has booted, the receiver has 
connected, etc. 
 
You could use an LS like 
OR SA↑ !SA↑ Duration 5.0 
 
This will be active for 5 seconds after power up. Use it as the extra AND switch on your L5 above, 
and adjust duration if needed. 



Note that this requires to have your receiver powered before the radio, which is kind of against good 
practices. Or to connect it quickly within the duration. 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by Kilrah  
Actually simply this might work: 
L1 a>x A1 16.4v Delay 5 Duration 1 
might work. 
 
Having the duration set should make it a one-shot i.e. it will only reset for Duration, then won't be 
active anymore until the condition becomes false then true again. Delay is there to avoid spurious 
resets during the first secnds of motor run if it quickly goes below and above again. Testing needed. 
 
If it's not good maybe add some hysteresis using a Sticky LS that only enables reset if voltage has 
been below say 15V at least once. 

 
 

 
BOOTLOADER UPDATE 
 
You can't use the bootloader to update if the USB is connected. With bootloader on - as you 
connect the USB the message changes from: 
 
"Write Firmware" 
"Restore EEPROM" 
"Exit" 

To USB Connected. 

If you want to update you need to EITHER connect transmitter to computer turned off and 
write firmware from Companion 
 
OR 
 
Put the .bin file in a folder in the microSD card called "FIRMWARES" and then start the 
Transmitter (not connected via USB) pressing the two horizontal trims toward each other 
while powering up and then choose "Write Firmware". 
 
If you have multiple versions of firmware in the "FIRMWARES" folder you choose the 
version you want and enter a couple times. 
 

 
USE SAVE REMOVAL ICON BEFORE DISCONNECT 
 
Be sure to use the save removal icon before disconnecting the Taranis when connected 
via Bootloader. 
Failure to use the Safe Removal icon can result in a corrupted microSD card. 



 

 

MAC USERS FIRMWARE UPDATES 

Mac Users. 
 
Summary 
The latest Companion OpenTx for Mac works to update firmware to r206. There may be 
some issues however with the firmware reading the SD card while in the radio. See later 
post. 
 
Results 
Further to my post #2668 on page 178, I have successfully updated my Taranis to r206 
using OpenTx Companion for Mac for Apple OS dated 16th June 2014. It is available here: 
http://www.open-tx.org 
I used both my Macbook Pro OS 10.9.3 and iMac i5 OS 10.9.4.  
 
Installation 
The successful installation requires attention to a few details as follows: 
Use Companion to download the firmware file. Don't try to get it yourself from anywhere 
because what you get could be anything but correct. Download the latest Companion from 
the link above. It's the 11th line down under "NEWS". Open it and after you have cleared 
some of the questions about warning screen and a newer version of Companion being 
available (this refers to PC versions I guess, not Mac versions) you can then click on the 
gearwheel like symbol in the top line (seventh symbol left) and specify your radio profile. 
(Also you can do the application Settings and Simultor settings too if you wish). 
Now that your radio profile is set, download the latest firmware. Click on the down arrow 
symbol in the top line i.e. the sixth symbol from the left. Click on the download firmware 
button and specify a folder and a file name. Attach '.bin' to the file name i.e. don't trust 
Companion to automatically recognise file extensions like most Mac applications do. 
 
Now you have Companion and the latest firmware both on your computer we now have to 



mount the firmware disk image on the desktop. 
Now connect your radio to the computer. How you do this depends on what firmware is 
already loaded in your radio. The aim is to get one or both drives to mount i.e. get at least 
the firmware disk image to appear on the desktop.  
Radios which have firmware 2.0.x already installed have a bootloader which is accessed by 
starting the radio with the rudder and aileron trim switches pushed towards the centre. 
Connect the USB ports with a cable. Make sure both are pushed home securely. The radio 
screen shows "USB Connected". Two drives should mount. One will be the firmware and 
one will be the SD card. The name of one will probably be TARANIS and the other could be 
anything. IT MAY TAKE SOME TIME TO MOUNT BOTH DRIVES. Wait until both mount. 
From my experience with both Taranis and 9XR Pro boot loaders it could be up to a minute. 
For radios with older firmware, with the radio OFF, connect the radio to the computer with a 
USB cable. Wait for one disk image to appear. It could also take some time to appear. 
In Companion click on the second bottom symbol which is the 'Read Firmware from Radio' 
symbol. Download your backup firmware. Do the same using the fourth last symbol:' 
Backup Radio to File'. If neither of these work check your dfu-util location. You may have to 
reload your dfu-util file from here: 
http://www.open-tx.org/downloads.html 
It's on the very last line under "Other Downloads" 
The path should be /opt/local/bin/dfu-util. 
Assuming you have backed up your radio and firmware use the third last icon on the left; 
"Write Firmware to Radio". Browse to find the firmware file you downloaded above, tick the 
box for whichever start screen you wish to use and press the 'Write to Tx' button. 
Close Companion. Eject the disk image(s) and as soon as it/they disappear(s) from the 
desktop pull out one of the USB plugs. Sometimes the image will not dismount and the 
longer you leave the cable connected the more chance that the image(s) will remount. (well 
that's my experience....YMMV) 
If this is your first time using version 2.0.x you will get a message about checking thoroughly 
all your model settings. Believe it and do it. I found a few things to fix and one (Instant Trim 
bug) which I later found when flying which gave me 2 mins 38 secs of unwanted 
"excitement". Clear the message and then check the version page ( long menu page 4/8) to 
make sure you have in fact loaded what you wanted. It may not be necessary but you could 
calibrate your sticks (page 8/8) 
 
Check each model thoroughly. 
 
Steve 
 
Edit 15th July2014: From later post by Kilrah: 
"The way images are stored changed in 2.0.6, so you need companion 2.0.6 to change 
splash. You likely don't have it as it's not available for mac yet." 
So don't try to change the splash screen in the latest Companion for Mac. I did and I think it 
may have caused my radio to freeze. 
 
Edit 15th July 2014 part 2: Don't use Instant Trim. The bug I reported in 2.0.5 is not fixed. 



MORE ON INPUTS/MIXES SETUP 
 
But now if we apply the same logic in the mixer in all OpenTX or er9x flavours: 
 
CH1 ... Ail 100% (SAup) 
+= Ail 80% (SAdn) 
 
What will happen when SA is in the middle position? 
 
I don't say it's good or wrong, but just that if we have to fix something in the inputs screen, we will 
have to do the same in the mixes screen. 
 
For the moment I am favorable to a warning screen, but for both inputs and mixes 

Good point  
 
I would only say that I rarely use a switch (or flight mode) in the first line of any mix. 
It is always the primary function of the control, so should always be active. 
The example you used above would be simple rate adjustments, and for many reason is 
better done in Sticks/Inputs.You have just pointed out another reason  
 
The only exception I can think of is when I want to actually kill a control. I do this on rudder 
in my DLG setups so that there is no rudder movement in launch mode. 
 
What if Inputs always processed the first line, then if it got to the end and no other line was 
found to be active used it as the default? 

 
I think this would cover 99.9% of the uses of inputs. 

 

 

WHICH VERSION DO I HAVE? 

I have a memory blank... How can I tell what is the firmware version on my Taranis. I want to verify 
the 2.0.6 is loaded. 

Long press on Menu then three quick presses on Page. You should see the screen below -- 
or similar. 
 

 

INSTANT TRIM – WHAT IS IT AND HOW TO USE. 

What is Instant Trim? Please explain how and when to use. 



It's only used on a maiden flight (and then you want to disable it) so as you get the plane 
flying straight and level you trigger the switch and it sets the servo subtrim - so you quickly 
release sticks and everything should be perfect. However if you flick it when you don't want 
you have a catastrophe so only have it available when you're sure you want it.  
 
Personally - I'm not coordinated enough to hold both sticks steady and flick a switch so I still 
trim the old fashion way and then go to the servos page in model setup and at the very 
bottom (on the TX not Companion) you can set all trims back to zero and it moves the trim 
value to subtrim for each channel. 

 

 

 

TEMPLATES PAGE MISSING 

My Taranis is missing a model setup page, It has 12 total pages instead of 13. 
The custom switches page is missing. 
 
How is this fixed? 

The Templates page was eliminated once version 2.0 was introduced. 
 
Edit. You are probably missing the LUA screen.. I understand. You need to check that in the 
preferences menu before downloading. 



 

 

TELEMETRY SCREEN FOR VARIO 

Here is a link to my telemetry screen for vario - Altimeter gauge, vspd 
gaugehttp://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showp...&postcount=328 

Altimeter left, Vspeed Center, Max/Min height right. 
here's the link! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


